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CO-directors’ statement
Welcome to the Queensland Film Festival!
It is a great honour to present the second Queensland Film Festival. At last year’s debut
outing, we were delighted and moved by the strong support from Brisbane film lovers,
with diverse and striking works from around the world playing to appreciative theatres.
It is this overwhelming response to QFF that has allowed us to more than double in size
this year. In these pages you will find listings containing the best films of the last year,
including Australian premieres, films coming direct from Cannes, fascinating features from
the international festival circuit, and restorations of classic masterpieces.

a note from our patron
The second Queensland Film Festival happens to fall on a significant anniversary for two
of Brisbane’s past film festivals. As I related on this page last year, I supported the Brisbane
Cinema Group to stage the first Brisbane Film Festival in 1966 and was in attendance at its
opening night in New Farm fifty years ago. Twenty-five years later Brisbane began hosting
a fully professional event in the form of the Brisbane International Film Festival. Trips to BIFF
became a regular and much-anticipated event on my calendar.
While the world has changed a great deal in the past 50 years—and even the past 25
years—the particulars of putting on an international film festival have remained fairly
consistent. The offeringsof the big global festivals must be scoured and films chosen. These
must reflect a balance between what local audiences will like to see, and what they might
not know they like until they see them.

Once again we also complement our films with insightful panels and discussions: we
have introductions by world experts and visiting directors, as well as an exploration of the
baroque sensibility of French-American filmmaker Eugène Green. Another talk looks back
at the festivals that came before us.
2016 is a double milestone for Queensland film culture: it’s both the 50th anniversary of the
Brisbane Film Festival, which started here at New Farm Cinemas (then the Astor Theatre) in
1966; and 25 years since the start of the Brisbane International Film Festival.
Both of these past festivals forged dear and powerful memories for those who attended
them: that heady swirl of people, place, and film that only festival-going can provide.
QFF 2016 honours their legacy by remembering them, contextualising them, screening
films from their programmes, and by continuing in the spirit of their provocative and
considered line-ups.
We look forward to joining you in making new memories at QFF 2016.

With its expanded offering there is more of a sense of “something for everyone” in this
year’s program, but this is not to say that standards have been relaxed. Once again this
is a challenging, idiosyncratic, and uncompromising program that offers a counterpoint to
the increasingly bland mainstream Hollywood cinema. Of particular interest to me are two
restorations of films from the 1960s, which now more than ever seems like a golden age of
cinematic modernism: Agnes Varda’s Cleo from 5 to 7 (1962) and František Vlácil’s Marketa
Lazarova (1967).
These films vividly recall the beginnings of my tenure as director of the Sydney Film Festival,
and my fellow travellers to the north at the Brisbane Film Festival. The film society movement,
which started the first film festivals in Australia, was very much a creature of the post-war
consensus of cosmopolitanism and internationalism; we were seeking to know our fellow
human beings better through their cinema.
As signs abound of this post-war consensus fraying, attending an international film festival
feels like an important political gesture for many of the same reasons it did fifty years ago.
I wish you good festival-going and urge your continued support of the Queensland
Film Festival.

John Edmond

Huw Walmsley-Evans

David Stratton
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Sector IX B
Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc | France and Senegal 2015, 42 minutes
3pm, Saturday 9 July
“Abonnenc depicts the museum space as a kind of Apichatpongian living forest of desire.”–
Michael Sicinski, Cinema Scope
Taking inspiration from L’Afrique fantôme — the controversial diary by French surrealist
writer Michel Leiris recounting his participation in the ambitious Dakar-Djibouti ethnographic
expedition of the 1930s — Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc’s arresting first feature reflects on
identity, cultural appropriation, and the transference of memory through objects.
Betty (Betty Tchomanga) is a young anthropologist who is working on the Dakar- Djibouti
mission, her research taking her from the IFAN Museum in Dakar to the Musée de l’Homme
in Paris. Seeking to push the limits of her discipline, she reconstructs the medical prescription
box given to the original expedition members and takes the drugs herself. In the grip of
the narcotics› psychedelic side effects, Betty becomes haunted by a recently discovered
family archive. Reflecting on cultural appropriation and the transference of memory
though objects, Sector IX B evokes the surrealist undertones of Leiris’ groundbreaking book
in its moody, anxiety-charged atmosphere, which is bolstered by an intense and startling
soundtrack.

Julieta
Pedro Almodóvar | Spain 2016, 99 minutes
7pm, Friday 15 July
“A profound and moving study of family, guilt, and growing old.”– Eugene Hernandez,
Film Comment
After a chance encounter with the childhood friend of her daughter, Julieta’s memories
— including her hopes and sources of guilt — start to re-emerge. Adapted from three short
stories by Nobel Prize winning author, Alice Munro, the space between the stories provides
the mystery that divides Julieta from the optimism of her youth and her current state of
pessimism.
The latest work from master filmmaker Pedro Almodóvar (Women on Verge of a Nervous
Breakdown, All About My Mother, The Skin I Live In), Julieta marks both his return to drama
and the continuation of his interest in expressionistic popping colours, rippling fabrics, and
attention to the lives of women.

Sector IX B is preceded by A Distant Episode (Rivers, 2015, 18 minutes) and Towards the
Possible Film (Dawood, 2014, 20 minutes).

Julieta is QFF2016’s opening night movie.

The screening will be introduced by Professor Susan Best, author of the forthcoming book
Reparative Aesthetics (2016).

6.00pm: Drink and canapés on arrival

This is a free screening taking place at the IMA at 3pm on the 9th of July
D Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc S Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc C Paul Victor Zébo E Vincent Tricon P Clément le Penven
and Olga Rozenblum
French with English Subtitles HD red shoes

Unrated 15 +
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7:00pm: Screening
D Pedro Almodóvar S Pedro Almodóvar from Alice Munro C Jean-Claude Larrieu E José Salcedo P Augustin Almodóvar
and Esther García
Language: Spanish with English Subtitles
Distribution: Transmission DCP
Unrated 15 +
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The Devil’s Candy
Sean Byrne | USA 2015, 79 minutes
9pm, Friday 15 July
“Simply put Sean Byrne is one of the most fearsome pure talents in the genre world today.”
– Todd Brown, Twitch
When Jesse Hellman (Ethan Embry in a standout performance) and his wife Astrid (Shiri
Appleby) snap up a huge Texas ranch home at a bargain-basement price, it seems like all
domestic and artistic dreams have come true, for them and their daughter Zooey (Kiara
Glasco). The haunted house, however, has other ideas. With local weirdo Ray added to the
tasty mix, Byrne (Pruitt Taylor Vince) lets loose with a scary and stylish descent into madness
and murder.
Ruthlessly taut, The Devil’s Candy is the follow-up to Sean Byrne’s debut, the cult Australian
film The Loved Ones. Whereas The Loved Ones drew its internal logic from prom music, The
Devil’s Candy’s giddy, luridly lit rush comes from heavy metal, with Sunn O)))’s devil drones
facing off the speed riffs of Slayer and Metallica.
D Sean Byrne S Sean Byrne C Simon Chapman E Andy Canny P Keith Calder and Jessica Calder
Language: English
Distribution: Transmission DCP
MA15+
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La Sapienza
Eugène Green | France and Italy 2014, 107 minutes
1pm, Saturday 16 July
“La Sapienza strikes this reviewer as easily the most astonishing and important movie to
emerge from France in quite some time.” – Godfrey Cheshire, RogerEbert.com
In a career impasse, noted architect Fabrizio Rongione (Eugène Green regular Alexandre
Schmidt) and his wife travel to Rome to study the work of the great Baroque architect
Francesco Borromini. Inspired by their beautiful surroundings as well as an encounter with a
younger couple, the older pair come away renewed with life.
La Sapienza is itself a renewal, Green’s first digitally shot feature, and one that takes place
abroad, away from Green’s beloved Paris. Yet, like Rongione, it grounds its renewal in
the Baroque: not just Borromini’s astonishing buildings but also Green’s distinctly stylised
compositions and editing flourishes.
D Eugène Green S Eugène Green C Raphaël O’Bryne E Valérie Loiseleux
P Martine de Clermont-Tonnerre, and Alessandro Borrelli
Language: French and Italian with English Subtitles
Distribution: Mact Productions DCP
Unrated

Winner of the Asecan Best Film Award at the 2014 Seville International Film Festival.
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Chevalier
The Son of Joseph
Eugène Green | France and Belgium 2016, 115 minutes
4pm, Saturday 16 July
“Green makes films for anyone willing to enter his peculiar universe of expressive purity and
(mostly) suspended cynicism, to which “Joseph” reps one of his most beguiling invitations.”
– Guy Lodge, Variety
Summer in Paris. Vincent, an adolescent, has been raised lovingly by his mother, Marie, but
she has always refused to reveal who his father is. His investigations lead him to finally believe
it’s a certain Oscar Pormenor, an egoistic and cynical Parisian publisher…

Athina Rachel Tsangari | Greece 2015, 99 minutes
7pm, Saturday 16 July
“An inspired, gorgeously photographed work of deadpan lunacy that asserts itself as a spittake on masculine rivalries.”– Aaron Hills, Village Voice
On a luxury yacht in the middle of the Aegean Sea, six men on a fishing trip decide to play
a game. During this game, things will be compared. Things will be measured. Songs will
be butchered, and blood will be tested. Friends will become rivals and rivals will become
hungry. But at the end of the journey, when the game is over, the man who wins will be the
best man. And he will wear on his smallest finger the victory ring: the Chevalier.

After his exploration of Italy in La Sapienza, Eugéne Green returns to Paris in this arch and witty
exploration of the Parisian literary world. Lorded over by Mathieu Amalric (The Forbidden
Room, QFF 2015; Quantum of Solace; The Diving Bell and the Butterfly) at his gleeful best, The
Son of Joseph explores the relationship between cynicism and purity in the modern world.

The latest work from key filmmaker Athina Rachel Tsangari (Attenberg, The Capsule),
Chevalier teases apart masculinity and social structures to produce a striking comedy. Coscripted by Efthimis Filippou, cowriter of Yorgos Lanthimos’s The Lobster, and lensed in a
manner that balances the Mediterranean waters against tight yacht interiors, Chevalier is
another key work from the Greek New Wave.

D Eugène Green S Eugène Green C Raphaël O’Byrne E Valérie Loiseleux
P Francine Jacob, Didier Jacob, Luc Dardenne and Jean-Pierre Dardenne
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Les Films du Losange DCP
Unrated 15+

D Athina Rachel Tsangari S Efthimis Filippou and Athina Rachel Tsangari C Christos Karamanis
E Matt Johnson and Yorgos Mavropsaridis P Athina Rachel Tsangari and Maria Hatzakou
Language: Greek with English Subtitles
Distribution: Vendetta DCP
Unrated 18 +

Winner of Best Film at the 2015 London Film Festival and Best Script according to the Hellenic
Film Academy.
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Naked Lunch
David Cronenberg | Canada, UK and Japan 1991, 115 minutes
1pm, Sunday 17 July
“Seldom has a filmmaker offered his audience a more debonair invitation to go to hell.”–
Janet Maslin, The New York Times
After developing an addiction to the hallucinogenic substance he uses to kill bugs,
exterminator William Lee accidentally murders his wife and becomes involved in a secret
government plot being orchestrated by giant bugs in the Interzone, an Islamic port town in
Africa.
David Cronenberg not only adapts William Burrough’s novel of the same name, but also
splices in elements from Burroughs’ life and ‘routines’ — including his links with author
Paul Bowles, whose short story ‘A Distant Episode’ sits at the heart of QFF 2016 film THE SKY
TREMBLES AND THE EARTH IS AFRAID AND THE TWO EYES ARE NOT BROTHERS. Compelling
scored by Cronenberg regular Howard Shore and free jazz legend Ornette Coleman, the
end result proves one of the key masterpieces of the filmmaker’s career, and possibly the
only adaptation to match the spirit of Burrough’s collages.
David Cronenberg S David Cronenberg from William Burroughs
C Peter Suschitzky E Ronald Sanders P Jeremy Thomas and Gabriella Martinelli
Language: English and Arabic with English Subtitles
Distribution: Icon DCP
Rated M15+

Winner of the 1992 National Society of Film Critics Awards for Best Director and Best Script,
and winner of the 1993 London Critics Circle Film Award for Best Actress (Judy Davis).
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The Sky Trembles and the Earth is Afraid and the Two Eyes are
not Brothers
Ben Rivers | United Kingdom and Morrocco 2015, 98 minutes
4pm, Sunday 17 July
“Textually dense, highly referential, and genuinely surreal, The Sky Trembles… is a film of both
immediate pleasures and lingering power.”– Jordan Cronk, Fandor
At the heart of The Sky Trembles… sits an adaptation of ‘A Distant Episode’, the savage,
Moroccan-set short story by American author Paul Bowles, which was first published in 1947.
Moving between documentary, fiction and fable, the film’s series of layered tales sees
filmmaker Oliver Laxe directing his own feature in Morocco, Mimosas (which also screens at
QFF 2016, directly after The Sky Trembles…), before walking off set and into Rivers’ narrative.
Balancing mountain and desert, as well as documentary and fiction, and organised around
Bowles interests in music, documentation, translation and fiction, The Sky Trembles… is
Rivers’ second feature film and another important part of his exploration of the essence and
definition of cinema. An unwitting guide, Laxe assembles these pieces for the audience
before the film turns into an adaptation of ‘A Distant Episode’ and sees him written into the
landscape.
The Sky Trembles… is preceded by Neither God Nor Santa Maria (Girón and Delgado, 2015,
12 minutes).
D Ben Rivers S Ben Rivers P Jacqui Davies, Ben Rivers C Ben Rivers
E Ben Rivers and Benjamin Mirguet
Arabic, English, French, Spanish with English Subtitles
Distribution: LUX DCP
Unrated 18 +
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Mimosas
Oliver Laxe | Spain, Morocco, France and Qatar 2016, 93 minutes
7pm, Sunday 17 July
Mimosas is born of the union between an adventure film and the portrayal of a worldly
mysticism, which is a daring and risky approach that has spawned other brilliant works like
Jauja by Lisandro Alonso and Honour of the Knights and Birdsong by Albert Serra.
– Carlota Mosegul, Cineuropa

Kaili Blues
Bi Gan | China 2015, 113 minutes
7pm, Monday 18 July
“In Kaili Blues, memory is visceral, and a near-hallucination.” – Ela Bittencourt, Slant Magazine

In the High Atlas Mountains at an indeterminate time in the past, a caravan of travellers
searches for a pass that will allow them to return an ailing elderly Sufi master to his home to
die. Among the party is rascal and survivor Ahmed, who is willing to do whatever it takes
to rise up from his miserable condition. Particularly inspired by the Sufi master and his wife,
Ahmed becomes aware of his own innate abilities upon the old man’s death, and takes up
the leadership of the group. On his journey, he receives the assistance of Shakib, a young
man sent on a mission from a special place in contemporary Morocco.
Stunningly lensed by Mauro Herce, director of QFF 2016 film Dead Slow Ahead, this
breakthrough second feature from Oliver Laxe is both an exploration of Sufi spiritualism and
an examination of agency. The shooting of Mimosas is also the subject of QFF 2016 film THE
SKY TREMBLES AND THE EARTH IS AFRAID AND THE TWO EYES ARE NOT BROTHERS, with Laxe
that film’s star, and both films sharing an interest in power relations, whether of director
or guide.
D Oliver Laxe S Oliver Laxe C Mauro Herce E Cristóbal Fernández
P Lamia Chraibi, Julie Gayet, Felipe Lage, Michel Merkt and Nadia Turincev
Language: Arabic with English Subtitles
Distribution: Luxbox DCP
Unrated 15 +

Winner of the Grand Prize at the 2016 Cannes Critics Week.
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Kaili, Guizhou Province, China. In a small clinic, two preoccupied doctors live like ghosts
until one day, Chen Sheng decides to fulfil his dead mother’s wish and sets off on a long
train journey to look for his brother’s abandoned child. His partner at the clinic, a lonely
old lady, asks him to bring an old photograph, a shirt and a cassette to her old sweetheart
who has fallen ill. On the way, Chen passes a strange little town named Dangmai where
time is not linear and people’s lives complement each other. Compelled to stops there, he
experiences the past, present and future…
Shot in the Guizhou, the centre of Miao culture, Bi Gan’s Kaili Blues is a striking debut that
manages to blend the styles of Apichatpong Weerasethakul, Hou Hsiao-Hsien and Andrei
Tarkovsky. And,in an astonishing 40-minute take that dissolves time in its exploration of a
village, it suggests a world of new filmmaking avenues.
D Gan Bi S Gan Bi P Jianguo Ding, Zijian Wang, Shen Yang, Li Zhaoyu and Shan Zonglong
C Tianxing Wang E Yanan Qin
Language: Chinese with English Subtitles
Distribution: China Film International DCP
Unrated 15+

Winner of Best Emerging Director at Locarno 2015 and Best New Director at the 2015 Taipei
Golden Horse Film Festival and Awards.
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The Red Turtle
Despite the Night (Malgré la nuit)
Philippe Grandrieux | France and Canada 2016, 154 minutes
7pm, Tuesday 19 July
“Malgré la Nuit is a poem that cuts with existential ambiguity and stings with the allure of its
sensual, shadowy obscure world.” – Skylar Kang, Berlin Film Journal
As English musician Lenz searches for his lover Madeleine, who has mysteriously disappeared,
he tumbles into an amour fou with troubled, self-destructive Héléne. Grieving the loss of her
infant son, Héléne seeks oblivion in the murky Parisian underworld, followed by her new
paramour. Their journey sparks a stark, elliptical, hauntingly spectral narrative complete with
scenes of sensual abandon and raw carnality.
A malevolent film and an assault on traditional notions of beauty, Despite the Night carries
on the work seen in Grandrieux’s Sombre and La vie nouvelle. As fascinating in a stylistic
sense as it is in its storyline, the film also Night explores the dynamics of low lighting and the
possibilities of perception and portraiture.
The screening will be introduced by Associate Professor Greg Hainge, author of the
forthcoming book Philip Grandrieux: Sonic Cinema (2016).
D Philippe Grandrieux S John-Henry Butterworth, Philippe Grandrieux, Betrend Schefer and Rebecca Zlotowski P Catherine
Jacques C Jessica Lee Gagné E Françoise Tourmen
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Films Boutique DCP
Unrated 18 +
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Michael Dudok de Wit | France and Japan 2016, 80 minutes
7pm, Wednesday, 20 July
“Dudok de Wit’s hypnotizing, entirely dialogue-free The Red Turtle is a fable so simple,
so pure, it feels as if it has existed for hundreds of years, like a brilliant shard of sea glass
rendered smooth and elegant through generations of retelling.”
– Peter Debruge, Variety
A man marooned on a desert island tries desperately to escape, until one day he crosses
paths with a strange turtle that will change his life — a mythic encounter between the native
inhabitants of an island, of the ocean, and man.
Renowned Japanese animation house Studio Ghibli sought out Michael Dudok de Wit after
encountering his astonishing short Father and Daughter. A decade in the making, this richly
textured work is the result, matching the best Ghibli’s own animist explorations of nature and
humanity’s continuity with it.
D Michael Dudok de Wit S Michael Dudok de Wit and Pascale Ferran
E Ceéline Kélépikis P Pascal Chaucheteux, Vincent Maraval, Grégoire Sorlat, and Toshio Suzuki
Language: No Dialogue
Distribution: Transmission DCP
Unrestricted

Winner of the Un Certain Regard Special Jury Prize at the 2016 Cannes Film Festival
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Marketa Lazarová
František Vlácil| Czechoslovakia 1967, 162 minutes
7pm, Thursday 21 July
“Rediscovering this extraordinary film should renew our sense of the possibilities of cinema
today.” – Tom Gunning, Criterion
Nowadays often proclaimed the greatest Czech film ever made, this dense, hallucinatory
medieval epic, pitting clan against clan and Christians against Pagans, is a nearly threehour long rush of indelible, high contrast, black-and-white ’Scope imagery, shot with an
ever prowling camera, edited furiously and constantly switching between objective and
subjective points-of-view. Trying to keep up with the labyrinthine plot — even if its dizzying
twists and turns are telegraphed in ornately worded chapter headings — is secondary to
giving in to the film’s experiential potency, as Vlácil’s painstaking insistence on 13th-century
period exactitude and hardscrabble brutality is raised, by stunning atmospherics inclusive
of a majestic Zdenek Liška choral-electronic score, to the order of the sublime. Starring the
luminous Magda Vášáryová as the eponymous Marketa.
A giant shambling bear of a film, Marketa Lazarová, along with Andrei Tarkovsky’s Andrei
Rublev and Eduard Grecner’s Dragon’s Return, marks out the distinctly ‘60s European
approach to the middle ages with sharp contrast between high modernist filmmaking and
the thick textures of steel, fur, rust and ice.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival.
This screening will be introduced by Cerise Howard, critic and director of the Czech and
Slovak Film Festival.
D František Vlácil S František Vlácil and František Pavlícek from Vladislav Vancura P Josef Ouzky C Bedrich Batka
E Miroslav Hájek
Language: Czech and German with English Subtitles
Distribution: National Film Archive DCP
Unrated 18 +

Evolution
Lucile Hadzihalilovic | France 2015, 81 minutes
7pm, Friday 22 July
“Evolution is tender and horrific, glacial and forlorn, but without doubt provocative,
stimulating and imaginative in its take on gender roles. Hadzihalilovic messes around with
nature and rifts birth from motherhood in order to question both, in a story where boys’
coming of age is rendered female, as they are physically probed, coerced and violated.”
– Mar Diestro-Dópido, Sight & Sound
10-year-old Nicolas lives with his mother on a remote island, in a village inhabited solely by
women and young boys. In a hospital overlooking the ocean, the boys are subjected to a
strange medical treatment, but only Nicolas questions what is happening around him. He
senses that his mother is lying to him, and is determined to find out what she does with the
other women she meets on the beach each night. What he discovers is the beginning of a
nightmare into which he is helplessly drawn; however in Stella, a young nurse at the hospital,
Nicolas finds an unexpected ally.
Filmed on the alien islands of Lanzarote by noted cinematographer Manuel Dacosse
(The Strange Colour of Your Body’s Tears, QFF 2015), Evolution is Lucile Hadzihalilovic’s
long awaited follow-up to her debut, Innocence. A fable touched by horror, Evolution is
Hadzihalilovic’s latest exploration of wonder, gender, and social conditioning.
Evolution is preceded by Nectar (Hadzihalilovic, 2014, 18 minutes).
D Lucile Hadzihalilovic S Lucile Hadzihalilovic, Alanté Kavaïté and Geoff Cox P Sylvie Pialat, Benoît Quainon, Jérôme Vidal,
Sebastián Álvarez, Geneviève Lemal, and John Engel C Manuel Dacosse E Nassim Gordji Tehrani
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Wild Bunch DCP
Unrated 15 +

Winner of Best Cinematography at the 2015 San Sebastian and Stockholm International
Film Festivals.
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Dead Slow Ahead

Heart of a Dog

Mauro Herce | Spain/France 2015, 74 minutes
9pm, Friday 22 July

Laurie Anderson | USA and France 2015, 75 minutes
1pm, Saturday 23 July

“Dead Slow Ahead is a transcendent sci-fi documentary that must be experienced.” – Emily
Yoshida, The Verge

“In times of significant loss, the human mind searches for and projects filmic forms and
Anderson’s playful, elegiac, formally adventurous film might best be described as a
gorgeous manifestation of this very idea.” – Robert Green, Sight & Sound

The freighter Fair Lady crosses the ocean. The hypnotic rhythm of its gears reveals the
continuous movement of machinery devouring its workers: the last gestures of the old
sailors’ trade disappearing under the mechanic and impersonal pace of 21st century
neocapitalism. Perhaps it is a boat adrift, or maybe just the last example of an endangered
species. Although we don’t know it, the engines are still running, unstoppable.
This monumental film is both the documentation of a simple cargo run from Odessa to New
Orleans and the depiction of a crew swallowed by their sublime vessel. An astonishing
debut feature film from noted cinematographer Mauro Herce (Arraianos, The Fifth Gospel
of Kasper Hauser, and QFF2016’s Mimosas), may be a documentary; however it is instilled
with the unmistakable atmosphere of Alien’s Nostromo.
D Mauro Herce S Mauro Herce and Manuel Muñoz Rivas
C Mauro Herce E Manuel Muñoz P Jose Alayón
Language: Tagalog with English Subtitles
Distribution: Bocalupo Films DCP
Unrated 15 +

Winner of the 2015 Locarno Special Jury Prize and Best Film and Best First Feature Film Prize
at the 2015 Doclisboa International Film Festival.
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Centring on Laurie Anderson’s beloved rat terrier Lolabelle, who died in 2011, Heart of a Dog
is a personal essay that weaves together childhood memories, video diaries, philosophical
musings on data collection, surveillance culture and the Buddhist conception of the afterlife,
alongside heartfelt tributes to the artists, writers, musicians and thinkers who inspire her.
A rare film by the legendary musician and artist, Heart of a Dog could stand alone based
on its soundtrack and arch narration. And yet, the heart-wrenchingly intimate effort works
as a total film, its visually striking blend of animation and documentary footage extending,
balancing and ultimately, completing Anderson’s superb essay.
D Laurie Anderson S Laurie Anderson P Laurie Anderson and Dan Janvey
C Laurie Anderson, Toshiaki Ozawa, Joshua Zucker-Pluda E Melody London and Katherine Nolfi
Language: English
Distribution: Transmission DCP
Unrated 15+

Winner of the Lina Mangiacapre Award at Venice, Cinema Eyes 2016 Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Original Music Score and International Cinephile Society 2016 Award for
Best Documentary.
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Cléo From 5 to 7

The Silences

Agnès Varda | France 1962, 90 minutes
4pm, 23 July

Margot Nash | Australia and New Zealand 2015, 73 minutes
7pm, Saturday, 23 July

“Underrated when it came out and unjustly neglected since, it’s not only the major French
New Wave film made by a woman, but a key work of that exciting period—moving, lyrical,
and mysterious.” – Jonathan Rosenbaum, The Chicago Reader

“The Silences is a narrative of discovery, but it doesn’t trade in startling revelations or
reversals: it is judicious, thoughtful, resonant.” – Philippa Hawker, Sydney Morning Herald

Paris, 1962. Singer and actress Cléo Victoire (Corinne Marchand) is due to receive test results
on potentially cancerous abdominal tissue at 6:30pm. Convinced she is a terminal case,
and becoming increasingly anxious as the deadline approaches, Cleo attempts to distract
herself by experiencing life: meeting with songwriters (including the great Michel Legrand,
who also composed the film’s score), listening to couples, shopping and meeting a stranger
returned from the Algerian War.
Agnès Varda’s classic acts as a near-real time portrait of ‘60s Paris, and a feminist
investigation into the perception of women. One of the key films of the French New
Wave, this masterpiece is screened as part of the 50th anniversary of the original Brisbane
Film Festival.

A personal essay documentary about the tangled bonds, secret histories and unspoken
traumas of family life, The Silences stretches from New Zealand to the Australian suburbs in
its exploration of early childhood and the silences of the past that resonate in the present.
Drawing upon a wealth of photographs, letters, oral histories, documentary footage and
clips from filmmaker Margot Nash’s previous work, it unfolds a triptych of tales in tandem: a
mother’s story of lost opportunities, lost love and grief; a father’s story of work, mental illness
and war; and a daughter’s story of trying to piece together a more complex picture of the
confusing ties of love, loss and kinship between a mother and child.
The Silences is preceded by the shorts Strudel Sisters (Hegedus and Kalifa, 2016, 7 minutes)
and The Limited (Elena, 2016, 11 minutes).
Introduced by director Margot Nash.

D Agnès Varda S Agnès Varda C Paul Bonis, Alain Levent and Jean Rabier E Pascale Laverrière and Janine Verneau P
Georges de Beauregard and Carlo Ponti
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Ciné-Tamaris DCP
Unrated 15+

D Margot Nash S Margot Nash P Margot Nash C Margot Nash E Margot Nash M Elizabeth Drake
Language: English
Distribution: Ronin Films DCP
Rate M15+

Winner of the Jury Award for Best Feature at the 2016 Sydney Festival of World Cinema and
a 2016 Finalist Australian Directors Guild Awards – Feature Documentary.
Margot Nash’s powerful body of work was the subject of a retrospective at the Melbourne
Cinémathèque in May 2016.
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Ennui Ennui + Bring Me the Head of Tim Horton
Two ribald, Rabelaisian works about Afghanistan, Orientalism, war, drones and the limits of
representational prowess.
“War movies appealed to
Maddin as a child, he tells us,
‘with their thrills and romance,
camaraderie and cool uniforms,
all the pomp and ceremony
of real war but without real
death.’ And with that, Bring
Me the Head of Tim Horton
blossoms into the cine-essay
he’d imagined, a very moving
and very funny analysis of the
costs (in the most biting and
ironic sense) of war.” – Daren
Hughes, Senses of Cinema

Ennui Ennui
Gabriel Abrantes | France 2013, 33 minutes |
4pm, Sunday 24 July

Fort Buchanan
Benjamin Crotty | France and Tunisia 2014, 65 minutes
1pm, Sunday 24 July
“Soapy, sexed-up, and anarchic, Benjamin Crotty’s Fort Buchanan may be the only militaryspouses comic melodrama as indebted to the Lifetime channel as it is to the oeuvre of
Eric Rohmer. Despite these pronounced influences, though, Crotty’s riotous feature debut is
stamped with a wholly distinct sensibility, one that’s simultaneously ludic, queer, mercurial,
and concupiscent.” – Melissa Anderson, Artforum
Fort Buchanan is a 16mm feature film set over four seasons. The story follows the lives of a
small group of military families living together on the fictitious Fort Buchanan army base: a
gay couple and their adopted daughter, a woman of a certain age, three pretty young
wives (with husbands stationed abroad) and one personal trainer…
With dialogue drawn from daytime dramas, settings chosen because they were built by
industrial designer Matali Crassett, ripe slovenly flesh, and a bucolic pastoral atmosphere to
hold it together, Crotty’s debut is a significant work that draws on both independent and
gallery filmmaking traditions
D Benjamin Crotty S Benjamin Crotty P Judith Lou Lévy C Michaël Capron E Ael Dallia Vega and Penda Houzangbe
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Pascale Ramonda DCP
Unrated 15

While the French ambassadress to Afghanistan is negotiating disarmament with a Kuchi
nomad, her daughter Cléo is kidnapped by an Afghan warlord. Sentient drones, the works
of Georges Bataille, and Rihanna’s social media also prominently feature.
D Gabriel Abrantes S Gabriel Abrantes P Justin Taurand C Simon Roca E Aël Dallia Vega
Language: English, and French and Dari with English Subtitles
Distribution: Les Films du Bélier DCP

Winner of the Grand Prix France at Brive Film Festival.

Bring Me the Head of Tim Horton
Guy Maddin, Evan Johnson and Galen Johnson
Canada and Jordan 2015, 30 minutes | 4pm, Sunday 24 July
Notionally a documentary about the making of Paul Gross’s Afghanistan war epic, Maddin’s
latest work (The Forbidden Room, QFF 2015) is a ball of energy that through documentary,
dream sequences, hypnotic drones, and self-pitying whining, dismantles not just war films
but also national cinema.
D Guy Maddin, Evan Johnson and Galen Johnson P Niv Fichman and Jody Shapiro C John Gurdebeke and Jody Shapiro
Language: English
Distribution: Winnipeg Film Group DCP
Unrated 18 +

This screening is preceded by On Air (Grasso, 2009, 9 minutes) and The Freestone Drone
(Barber, 2013, 13 minutes).
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The Hunchback
The Love Witch

Gabriel Abrantes and Ben Rivers | Portugal and France 2016, 30 minutes
3pm, Saturday 20 August

Anna Biller | USA 2016, 120 minutes
7pm, Sunday 24 July

In this delirious sci-fi riff on Arabian Nights’ ‘Tale of the Hunchback’, Ben Rivers and Gabriel
Abrantes submerge viewers in a technological dystopia reigned by Dalaya.com, a megacorporation that forces its employees to ‘relax’ at company-run medieval reenactments.

“This is a fiercely intelligent, visionary work hiding in the skin of a trashy exploitation movie
bauble and it firmly locks-in Biller in as one of the most exciting filmmakers alive.” – Chris
Alexander, Shock Till You Drop

Promiscuous filmmakers, Abrantes and Rivers finally come together to collaborate on a tale
of violence and drunkenness. Audiences could attempt to parse who contributed what,
and just where the misleadingly shaggy structure, the jocular humour and the mystical sense
of landscape and presence springs from. But this misses the point, neglects the influence of
British sci-fi television, and, most importantly, would probably be wrong.

Elaine, a beautiful young witch, is determined to find a man to love her. In her gothic
Victorian apartment she makes spells and potions, and then picks up men and seduces
them. However her spells work too well, and she ends up with a string of hapless victims.
When she finally meets the man of her dreams, her desperation to be loved will drive her to
the brink of insanity and murder.
With a visual style that pays tribute to Technicolor thrillers of the 1960s, The Love Witch
explores female fantasy and the repercussions of pathological narcissism. Lusciously
coloured to complement the film’s striking production design, Anne Biller follows up her
celebrated Viva — itself a tribute to the sexploitation films of the 1970s — with a work of total
vision and control, with the filmmaker once again acting as director, writer, producer, editor
and production designer.
D Anne Biller S Anne Biller P Anne Biller C M. David Mullen E Anne Biller
Language: English
Distribution: Anne Biller Productions DCP
Unrated 15+
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The Hunchback is preceded by Sticky Drama (Rafman and Lopatin, 2015, 11 minutes) and
The Mess (Burr, 2016, 14 minutes).
This is a free screening, taking place at the IMA at 3pm on the 20th of August.
D Gabriel Abrantes and Ben Rivers S Gabriel Abrantes and Ben Rivers C Jorge Quintela E Margarida Lucas P Joana Botelho,
Marta Furtado and Galeria Zé dos Bois
English HD Portugal Film
Unrated 15 +

Winner of the 2016 IndieLisboa Award for Best Portuguese Short Film.
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SHORTS

The Limited

MQ-9 Reaper I

Christopher Elena | 2016, 11 minutes
Screens prior to The Silences

Baden Pailthorpe | 2014, 5 minutes
Screens prior to Fort Buchanan

When three schoolboys lampoon the
death of a gay classmate, their laughter
is overheard by an unseen eavesdropper.
One of them earns a detention for
this wrongdoing, and the ensuing
conversation with the deceased’s mother
takes on an eerie and haunting tenor.
Shot on a vintage 16mm film stock that
lends the film its soft, autumnal colours,
The Limited is a suggestive ghost story of
great beauty.

A renovated drone control centre is
redeployed from the ground to the air
over a mountainous Afghan-American
landscape, offering a new kind of luxury
for the drone operator/corporate warrior,
complete with marble floors, leather
couch and cutting-edge contemporary
war art. The hydraulic wall can be
lowered for entertaining, personal training
or surveillance. The slowly rotating unit
allows for panoramic views and constant
situational awareness (SIT-AND-AWE).

DCP Courtesy of Christopher Elena

The Mess

A Distant Episode

Extended descriptions of the local, experimental, and animated shorts being screened as
part of QFF2016.

A Distant Episode

The Freestone Drone

Ben Rivers | 2015, 18 minutes
Screens prior to Sector IX B

George Barber | 2013, 13 minutes
Screens prior to Ennui Ennui and Bring Me
the Head of Tim Horton

A meditation on the illusion of filmmaking,
shot behind the scenes on a film being
made on the otherworldly beaches
of Sidi Ifni, Morocco. The film depicts
strange activities, with no commentary or
dialogue. It appears as a fragment of film,
dug up in a distant future — a hazy, black
and white, hallucinogenic world.
HD Courtesy of LUX and Ben Rivers and production
designer.

Double Portrait
György Kovásznai | 1965, 7m
Screens as part of Remembering BFF

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles — drones
— have become an everyday feature
of
contemporary
military
activity,
replacing humans in reconnaissance
flights, small-scale combat missions and
covert operations. Comprised of George
Barber’s three video projections, an
array of domestic objects and numerous
washing lines, The Freestone Drone follows
a mission from the point of view of the
machine. The video combines found and
made footage to produce an uneasy,
seductive montage, anchored on the
drone’s private thoughts.

Peter Burr | 2016, 14 minutes
Screens prior to The Hunchback
A Stalker-inspired journey to the threshold
of a utopian labyrinth. We follow
the perspective of a solitary woman
who descends into an abandoned
subterranean arcology. She is tasked
with cleaning up the glitchy mess that
has spawned from this feral structure,
becoming lost in the process.

This speculative, controller architecture
is cut with images of that which it
controls. Two incarnations of the MQ-9
Reaper drone, the classic General
Atomics USAF model, and its own
idealised reflection contemplate each
other and their increasing sense of semiautonomous agency.
DCP Courtesy of Baden Pailthorpe

HD Courtesy of Peter Burr

DCP Courtesy of Lux and George Barber

Animation. The relationship between a
man and a woman is marked out by the
shift of their portraits from one style of
representation to another.
16mm Courtesy of NFSA
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Neither God Nor Santa Maria
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Robert Klippel – Metal
Construction, 1960
Arthur and Corinne Cantrill | 1964, 5m
Screens as part of Remembering BFF
One of five studies by the Cantrills on the
noted Australian constructivist sculptor
Robert Klippel. This is an abstract piece
drawn from an examination of one of
Klippel’s smaller works formed from steel
rods and copper planes. The striking music,
derived from electronically manipulated
percussion and vocals, is by Larry Sitsky.

Strudel Sisters
Peter Hegedus and Jaina Kalifa
2016, 7 minutes
Screens prior to The Silences
Sisters Ilona and Erzsébet share the
tradition of making Hungarian strudel.
While performing this delicate act, they
reminisce about their beloved mother,
revealing a deep family story and the
unique bond cultivated in sisterhood.
DCP Courtesy of Peter Hegedus and Jaina Kalif

16mm Courtesy of The Cantrills

Syrinx
Robert Klippel – Junk
Sculpture, 1964

Nectar

Nectar

On Air

Lucile Hadzihalilovic | 2014, 18 minutes
Screens prior to Evolution

Laurent Grasso | 2009, 9 minutes
Screens prior to Ennui Ennui and
Bring Me the Head of Tim Horton

A round chamber in a park, where five
women perform a ritual they know well.
The queen gives her nectar, yet a new
cycle is already under way. Nectar
acts as a bridge between the bucolic
daylight of Lucile Hadzihalilovic’s earlier
Innocence, and the nocturnal nature of
her latest, Evolution.

Flying over remote, mysterious sites in
the United Arab Emirates, a falcon films
that country’s lunar desert landscapes,
fitted with a tiny camera that transforms
a traditional form of hunting into an
espionage tool or primitive spy evoking a
living drone in a conflict zone.

DCP Courtesy of De Films en Aiguille

DCP Courtesy of Galerie Perrotin and Laurent Grasso

Neither God Nor Santa Maria

Red and Black

Samuel M. Delgado and Helena Girón |
2015, 12 minutes | Screens prior to The
Sky Trembles…

Witold Giersz | 1964, 7m
Screens as part of Remembering BFF

Samuel M. Delgado and Helena Girón
go in search of the last living witch in Yé,
a small town on the island of Lanzarote,
recuperating non-verbal histories on the
verge of obsolescence and evoking an
eerie, otherworldly atmosphere where
oblivion looms.
DCP Courtesy of Samuel M. Delgado and Helena Girón
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Animation. Red and Black are pitted
against one another, first in the bullring,
and then in the studio.
16mm Courtesy of the NFSA

Arthur and Corinne Cantrill | 1965, 5m
Screens as part of Remembering BFF
One of five studies by the Cantrills on the
noted Australian constructivist sculptor
Robert Klippel. This is an abstract piece
drawn from an examination of one of
Klippel’s larger metal works. With striking
music by Larry Sitsky.
16mm Courtesy of The Cantrills

Sticky Drama
Jon Rafman and Daniel Lopatin
2015, 11 minutes
Screens prior to The Hunchback
Featuring a cast of over 35 children, as well
as a soundtrack by Oneohtrix Point Never,
Sticky Drama portrays the development
of a role-playing game set in a fantastical
and violent world in which its participants
struggle to preserve their memory and
past histories.
HD Courtesy of Jon Rafman, The Zabludowicz Collection,
Warp Records, and Seventeen, London.

Ryan Larkin | 1965, 3m
Screens as part of Remembering BFF
Animation. A nymph flees from the satyr
Pan. Ryan Larkin’s debut and a key
example of his textured and detailed
approach to animation.
16mm Courtesy of the NFSA

Towards the Possible Film
Shezad Dawood | 2014, 20 minutes
Screens prior to Sector IX B
Towards the Possible Film is a study in
parallel universes, and the sparks that
fly when worlds collide. As much of
a projection into a far-off future as a
flashback to a long-forgotten past,
Shezad
Dawood’s
vivid
20-minute
tableau combines the resonance of
a mythic fable with the hallucinatory
haziness of a waking dream. A slow, tense
standoff evokes those pivotal moments in
colonial history when isolated civilisations
first make contact, as well as other alien
encounters beloved of science fiction.
Less a meeting of minds than a clash of
cosmologies, a further layer of complexity
is added by an intermittent monologue
delivered in the Berber dialect of
Tamazight — a language undergoing a
revival in modern Morocco, and whose
origins are both ancient and unknown.
HD Courtesy of LUX and Shezad Dawood
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EVENTS
The Art and Craft of Editing in Eugène Green’s La Sapienza and
The Son of Joseph

Fifty Years of Film Festivals – Remembering BFF
Presented in Association with the NFSA
While Queensland Film Festival is only in its second
year, 2016 marks the 50th anniversary of the first
Brisbane-based film festival. An initiative of film
society the Brisbane Cinema Group, the Brisbane
Film Festival was held for the first time at New
Farm’s Astor Theatre — now New Farm Cinemas
— in May 1966.
To celebrate this important milestone in
Queensland film culture, festival co-director
Dr Huw Walmsley-Evans and QUT-based film
festivals scholar Dr Tess Van Hemert will present
a talk on the early years of BFF. Archival records
and testimony from key players will offer a sense
of the shape and tone of the festival and place
BFF in the context of the local, national, and
international film culture of its day.

This year, Queensland Film Festival acknowledges the striking recent work of Francophile and
New York emigrant Eugène Green. A latecomer to filmmaking, Green spent his early career
researching the Baroque, and working as a theatre director to revive Baroque approaches
to declamation and staging. Only at the age of 53 did Green turn to film withToutes les nuits,
and enable the world to see his witty confrontations with style and philosophy. La Sapienza
and The Son of Joseph, with their respective engagement with architecture and literature,
are typical of Green’s explorations.
This panel, presented by the Australian Screen Editors’ Guild (ASE) and the ARC Centre of
Excellence for the History of Emotions, examine how Green has adapted the stylistic and
philosophical underpinnings of the Baroque for cinema. Join architecture and art historian
Professor John Macarthur, President of ASE Fiona Strain, and practitioners of film editing to
discuss the ways that the films’ editor — Valérie Loiseleux — was able to both evoke the
Baroque past, and create new meanings.

This free session will conclude with a screening
of several international and local short films
that screened in the first Brisbane Film Festival
program: Double Portrait (Kovásznai), Red and
Black (Giersz), Syrinx (Larkin), Robert Klippel –
Metal Construction, 1960 (Cantrill) Robert Klippel
– Junk Sculpture, 1964 (Cantrill). Courtesy of the
NFSA and the Cantrills.
FREE EVENT – 3:00pm Saturday 23rd July, New Farm Cinemas
RSVP by emailing info@qldff.com

Ticketing
REGULAR

FREE EVENT – 3:00pm Saturday 16th July, New Farm Cinemas
RSVP by emailing info@qldff.com
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CONCESSION

Opening Night Film

$35

N/A

Single Screenings

$15

$11

5 Film Pass

$50

$40

•

To RSVP for FREE Events email info@qldff.com or contact us through our contact form
on our website at qldff.com. In subject heading write “RSVP [Event Name]”

•

Tickets for single screenings can be be purchased online at:
http://www.newfarmcinemas.com.au/times. 5 Film Passes must be purchased in person
at the New Farm Cinemas box office.
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